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Attendance low for NESCAC open forum
Few students who show
up tell President
Harward that they are
unanimously opposed to
the plan to limit post¬
season play
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor
CHASE HALL LOUNGE - Few students
came to Mondays open forum to discuss
NCAA participation by New England Small
College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
schools, but those that did were uniformly
against the proposal to limit post-season play
to only one team from the conference in each
sport.
“I can’t imagine a negative coming out
of that experience [going to team nationals],”
said one of the few students in attendance.
An open forum on this subject in the
fall of 1997 gathered several hundred stu¬
dents in the Chapel to protest the plan that
has since been implemented, however there
were approximately 20 students and only two
coaches in attendance on Monday.
The RA sponsored the forum so that
members could gauge student feeling on the
subject, although only a handful of members
remained from the regular RA meeting for
the forum.
“The issue has been debated a lot al¬
ready. .. it has been discussed so thoroughly,”
said RA Vice President Jay Surdukowski
when asked why turnout for the meeting was
so low.
Nevertheless, the RA ratified its bill on
the subject unanimously on Tuesday.
Said Surdukowski: “We didn’t hear any
opposition from students.” He added that
“Though the turnout was [low], I think the
opinion is strong [in favor of continued post-

Empty chairs were abundant at Monday’s open forum on NESCAC
season play].
Through this, Bates became the 10th
NESCAC school to ratify the Statement of the
NESCAC Student Forum that student govern¬
ment leaders from all NESCAC schools
authored after the student government con¬
ference at Amherst in November.
“Our athletes deserve the chance to re¬
alize their full potential in the classroom and

Please see NESCAC,
on page 3

NCAA Prop. 16 struck down
SAT minimum found to violate civil-rights law by judge
By JAYSON BLAIR
The Diamondback (U. Maryland)
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK, Md. - A federal
judge in Philadelphia ruled Monday that the
NCAA’s freshman eligibility standards,
known as Proposition 16, violate federal civil
rights laws because of the regulations’ dis¬
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proportionate impact on black student ath¬
letes.
If U.S. District Judge Ronald L.
Buckwalter’s rulingthat Proposition 16 “has
an unjustified disparate impact against Af¬
rican-Americans” is upheld, NCAA schools
will no longer be subject to rules designed
to improve athletes’ graduation rates and
prevent the type of academic scandals that
embarrassed a number of NCAA men’s bas¬
ketball and football teams in the early 1980s.
Until the court’s ruling, the NCAA,
which governs college athletics, required all
potential student-athletes entering Division
I schools to meet, on a sliding scale, mini¬
mum grade point averages and scores on the
SAT or ACT. If prospective student-athletes
did not meet those minimum standards, they
were required to sit out of sports teams for
a year out and improve their academics.
The race discrimination suit, filed by
two prospective studentathletes from Phila¬
delphia, argued that the minimum test score
requirement violates Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits race dis¬
crimination by educational institutions that
receive federal funds.
The court said the use of the SAT and
ACT violated the act, primarily because
black students score disproportionately
lower on the tests. The tests have been criti¬
cized in numerous educational circles as
being designed in a way that both racially
discriminates against black high school stu¬
dents and does not accurately assess their
abilities.
On the sliding scale, students scoring
less than 820 out of 1600 on the SAT or 66
out of 120 on the ACT could not compete as
freshmen, regardless of their academic
achievements. Leatrice Shaw and Tae

Please see Prop. 16,
on page 2
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Affirmative action
under fire in Texas
Despite negative effects in California similar plan proposed
By DANIELLE COOPER

“I would like to think that racism is
gone, but it is not,” Oliveira said. “And that
is why we still need to have practices that
will promote the advantages for men and
women and color, as well as Anglo women
who also benefit from these projects.”
Connerly said he believes preferences
are morally wrong.
“I think they are a Band-Aid,” he said.
“I think they cause us to think that we’ve
solved a problem when we really haven’t.”

Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas - Ward Connerly,
who led the fight to end affirmative action in
California, joined Rep. Robert Talton, RPasadena, Monday in his announcement of
legislation to end racial preferences in Texas.
“Racism is alive and well, but if this
nation is ever going to live out it’s creed of
equal protection of the law, equal treatment
for all people, it all begins with government
treating everyone as equals,” Connerly said.
Talton’s bill, which echoes the word¬
ing of California’s Proposition 209, prohibits
discrimination or preferences based on race,
color, sex, ethnicity or national origin in pub¬
lic employment, public education, and pub¬
lic contracting.
Rene Oliveira, D-Brownsville, chair of
the Mexican American Caucus, said the bill
brings the politics of divisiveness to the
Texas Legislature.
Oliveira said Proposition 209 has led
to reduced minority enrollment in California
universities and severe misrepresentation of
minorities in hiring and contracting.
“I do not wish for Mr. Connerly’s vision
of what failed in California to be part of our
Texas,” Oliveira said.
The legislation would eliminate pro¬
grams designed to encourage contracts with
minority and women-owned businesses,
called “historically underutilized business.”
Talton said the bill allows people to be
judged based on their talents and capabili¬
ties, and not on the color of their skin, reli¬
gion, national origin or gender.
“Today the economic pie becomes
available to all people and not just a small
sliver because you are a part of a set-aside
program, which is a feel-good type business,”
Talton said.
But Oliveira said because racial preju¬
dices exists, historically disadvantaged
groups need government support.
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“I would like to think that
racism is gone, but it is
not.... And that is why we
still need to have practices
that will promote the
advantages for men and
women and color. ”
Rene Oliveira, Texas State
Rep., on why affirmative
action is still needed
Connerly said the government needs
to deal with the problems that lead to the
need for racial preferences, such as reform¬
ing the educational system and eliminating
personal prejudices.
He attributes disparities between the
academic performance of different races to
different family backgrounds, such as the
amount of a parents’ education, income level
and language barriers.
Oliveira said the majority of children
in public school today are minorities, and
that the Legislature needs to take positive
action to help those students.
“If we do not educate now and invest
in them now and give us the opportunity for
our children, I think we see a pretty dismal
Texas in the future,” he said.

Take the first step
towards law
school...
Did you know:

At most law schools the LSAT constitutes
at least 50% of your application.

The Princeton Review's
LSAT program offers a

Prop. 16
Kwan, black seniors at Philadelphia’s Simon
Gratz High School in 1996, had respective
GPAs of 3.5 and 2.8 and finished in the top 10
percent of their class, but each failed to
achieve the minimum SAT standards. The two
track athletes sued the NCAA.
The case was scheduled for trial later
this year, but lawyers for Shaw and Kwan
asked the judge to rule in their favor without
a trial. It was granted on Monday.
Buckwalter wrote that the NCAA was
subject to the act, because participating col¬
leges have seeded the administration of their
federally funded intercollegiate athletic pro¬
grams to the association.
“This is an enormous victory for Afri¬
can-American student athletes and all who
care about equality,” said Andre Dennis, an
attorney for the plaintiffs. “The court has con¬
firmed what we’ve said all along — that fed¬
eral law prohibits the NCAA from discriminat¬
ing, that the NCAA’s minimum test score re¬
quirement discriminates against AfricanAmerican student athletes and that equally
effective, non-discriminatory alternatives are
available.”
In the meantime, the ruling threatens
to create a state of chaos among NCAA
schools, which now must determine freshman
eligibility standards on their own.
The situation is muddled by the pros¬
pect of the ruling being overturned.
Wednesday, NCAA officials plan to ask
Buckwalter to issue a stay, a temporary delay
in the implementation of the ruling, in the case.
An appeal is expected in the next lew days.
“While we are disappointed with the
court’s order, which we believe improperly
rejected the NCAA’s current use of minimum
standardized test scores as a component of
the until eligibility standards, we are encour¬
aged by some acknowledgements from the
court,” Charles Wethington, chairman of the
NCAA Executive Committee and president of
the University of Kentucky, said Tuesday
NCAA officials said the court’s ruling
will allow colleges, universities and even the
NCAA to use SAT or ACT scores and other
measures for freshman eligibility standards,
as long as they can justify the educational rea¬
sons for such tests.
Elsa Cole, the NCAA general counsel,
said Tuesday that “the court did not say that
the NCAA could not use eligibility standards;
it only had problems in the area of standard¬
ized test scores.”
Cole said Buckwalter’s ruling “provides
a roadmap” for how the NCAA, whose execu¬
tive committee was already looking at five al¬
ternative “initial eligibility standards,” come
up with new legislation that includes the use
of test scores. Until the stay is issued, Cole
said it is “up to every college and university to
develop their own standards. The court’s rul¬
ing has immediate effect upon its issuance, so
it is the law.”
The NCAA is made up of approximately
500 schools in Divisions I and II.

We also offer courses for the
GMAT, GRE, MCAT, SAT and USMLE

Cole said NCAA regulations allow its
executive committee to act on behalf of the
body’s legislature “in times of emergency.”
Those rules would allow the executive com¬
mittee to put together temporary regulations
to provide guidance to schools until the case
is fully adjudicated or until the legislature can
come up with new standards.
“Developinga fair, yet strong, initial eli¬
gibility standard is a huge challenge, but that
is what we must accomplish,” John Swofford,
the ACC commissioner, said Tuesday. “The
balance of keeping opportunity open while
having students who are prepared to be in col¬
lege and compete athletically, and more im¬
portantly academically, is not an easy call.”
Unless stayed by Buckwalter, which
could happen today, or overturned after an
appeal, which could happen in a few months
at the earliest, a school could play a studentathlete who has not meet the requirements of
NCAA Proposition 16. If the ruling is not stayed
or overturned by next fall, schools could play
athletes who do not meet the minimum stan¬
dards.
“One of the reasons we are asking for a
stay is just because of that - it presents a lot of
chaos and leaves losts of questions unan¬
swered,” said Cedric Dempsey, NCAA presi¬
dent.
On campus, Athletic Director Debbie
Yow said Tuesday that “we are just in a waitand-see mode. We are going to wait for advice
from the admissions office and legal office.”
NCAA officials argued that all studentathletes benefitted trom Proposition 16, be¬
cause the rules improved their likelihood for
graduation. The rules were initially imple¬
mented in 1986, in the wake of news reports
in the early 1980s that some star athletes were
unable to read, and others were completing
their eligibility without coming close to gradu¬
ation.
Proposition 16, passed in 1992, required
prospective studentathletes wanting to play
as freshmen to have a high school diploma, a
minimum test score and a minimum grade
point average in 13 core courses.
The court said the NCAA could still use
the high school diploma and grade-point av¬
erage measures.

Correction:
Last week a photo was mistakenly
placed with an article on Women’s
Basketball on page 11. The error was
on the part of the newspaper’s
publisher, and not the Editorial Board.
The Student apologizes for the error.
Also, a story on tenure decisions
omitted the name of Assistant
Professor Lois Ongley, who was
denied tenure.
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From page one

NESCAC
in their chosen sport. Students who have
worked hard all season to achieve at a high
level of academic and athletic success should
not be denied the opportunity to participate
in post-season play,” reads the statement in
part.
Representatives from the RA are plan¬
ning to attend the next NESCAC student gov¬
ernment meeting, to be held at Middlebury in
April. The postseason play issue is expected
to be the major topic of discussion there.
In addition to ratifying the statement,
the RA’s vote established an ad-hoc commit¬

3

tee to look into the matter.
At one point in the evening, new infor¬
mation came forward on why the compromise
was made against the wishes of most students,
when President Harward explained some of
the logic of the NESCAC presidents. “Having
a number of schools insist on no restrictions,
and having some schools... insist that we go
back to that no one goes to post season play...
the position that I and the majority of the presi¬
dents have taken has been to work out this
compromise, because in our judgement, the
dissolution of NESCAC is a terrible compro¬

mise.”
“The two institutions that would hold
the position that we ought to return [to no post¬
season play] would raise the issue that it’s a
move in the wrong direction, that it does gen¬
erate additional costs, it does have some con¬
sequences for students’ time and energy,” con¬
tinued Harward.
Responded Surdukowski on Thursday:
“It’s interesting to note how the NESCAC
Presidents are so divisive, and the students
are not.”
Men’s Track and Field Coach A1

Fereshetian pointed out that the NCAA pays
most of the costs associated with going to na¬
tional championships, so that there is not
much of a financial burden when a team makes
the post-season.
Concluded Fereshetian: “For a team to
have the opportunity to be represented at the
National Championships... they will now have
to be prepared not only to be one of the best
teams in NESCAC, which generally might be
enough to get them there, but they probably
will have to be prepared to be the National
Champion.”
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Face facts; student power structurally insignifigant, innocuous and disabled
Writer links the apathy of students to questionable and elitist admissions trends, and the muzzling administrative atmosphere
the problem of a decrease in student activ¬
ism. This should not solely be blamed on stu¬
dents. The second reason stems from the
power structure of our college which follows
an elitist representation system and the dif¬
fuse committee system.
The decline in student activism may
well have roots in the administrative atmo¬
sphere of the college. On this point, there is
a type of conspiracy theory floating around
the back-rooms of certain perceptive stu¬
dents. The theory circles around the facts
that admissions has accepted many more
students who don’t need financial aid, less

dent assemblies by the administration actu¬
ally has a weight in reality.
I recall an article about student gov¬
ernment in my high school newspaper, writ¬
Listening to the trend in students’ com¬
ten by my brother, entitled “Students take
ments recently, it would seem that everyone
government by farce.” He upbraided the
is riled up about one very serious issue. From
“smokescreens of power and invisible pup¬
tenure decisions to calendar changes to rep¬
pet strings” that administrations create by
resentative assembly decisions, students feel
giving sanction to a representative student
as though they are screaming their opinions
assembly. In short, student assemblies are
into a black hole. The sentiment seems to be
allowed to control certain innocuous arenas
that student opinion has no ability to affect
of the school, but important decisions land
the waves of official discussion on any topic,
in the lap of faculty, administration, and the
besides whether there should be hot pepper
few students on committees who
next to the pizza bar at
must play the
commons. The adminis¬
administration’s
tration and faculty
game.
“One of the problems members of the student body have with this proposal is that it
should be deeply con¬
Simply put, stu¬
cerned every time stu¬
feels like it was done very much in secret...there has been no official distribution of the
dent government is
dents feel muted at the
proposal. ” Julia Marchello ‘01.
a concession to stu¬
lips by the atmosphere
dents in order to
of a liberal arts college.
deign them some
The last time I
“It was how little students knew or were able to find out about the factors that
power in the face of
checked the mission
the fact that they
determined whether a particular individual was awarded tenure that angered me.”
statement and planning
have no structural
behind this biosphere of
Tina Iyer ‘98
ability to affect any
Bates, I remember dis¬
monumentous decitinct provisions for pro¬
sions. Such deci¬
viding aiflple oxygen to
“I really don’t feel that the STUDENT BODY has spoken. ” Justin Stebbins ‘02
sions at Bates in¬
the air of communica¬
clude tenure, calen¬
tion between faculty, ad¬
Yet perhaps the problem of represen¬ dar changes, and schedule changes. We are
ministration and students, between the gov¬ ‘trouble-making’ students, and more stu¬
tation goes deeper than simply the dysfunc¬ deemed worthy to provide input, but not to
ernment of Bates and the people it exists to dents involved in sports.
The evidence of this hypothesis is un¬ tion of the current system. There very well share a vote with the faculty on student-re¬
serve.
The college catalog decrees; “The Col¬ fortunately nebulous, however true it may may exist an underlying snag in trying to use lated issues.
And if the administration is afraid to
lege is recognized for its inclusive social ring in some people’s ears. Student leaders representation in a scholarly community that
character...Learning at Bates has always have recognized a noticeable drop inpartici¬ is so small. I would argue that in order to give more structural power to the student
been connected to action, a connection ex¬ pation from students in the recently enter¬ ensure the interest of a larger percentage of body, I would ask them to imagine a students’
sense of fear and helplessness. The entire
pressed by the extraordinary level of partici¬ ing classes. Indeed, the percentage of stu¬ students, more direct responsibility should
organization of our school year, our class
dents on financial aid has dropped. It is pos¬ be given.
pation by students...”
schedule, our educational requirements, the
The issue of representation is invari¬
So, where has reality departed from sible that this simply means Bates is decid¬
this the vision of a small, friendly, inclusive, ing less students qualify for financial aid due ably brought up by on or two astute students tenure of our teachers, and numerous other
student-focussed college? Why do concerned to stricter or odder financial aid equations. in every junior high, high school, and college parts of our living experience are concretely
students feel as though they float in a space Yet, the numbers can’t help but raise suspi¬ throughout the U.S. Students simply do not in the hands of other people. I think then, and
controlled by some chaotic administrative cion. And lastly, the class of 2002 admissions trust that their peers have the ability to un¬ only then, can one fathom the feeling of
seemed to cause a hullabaloo about accept¬ derstand the thoughts of a student body. Nor disaffectation, futility, and eventual apathy
and institutional force?
The answer is two-fold. One reason is ing more sport-involved students, as opposed do they trust that the power deigned to stu¬ that our student body is beginning to feel.
By CHRITSEME HOPKINS

Staff Writer

to those with other interests. Still, direct Di¬
vision 3 recruiting is not allowed, so this evi¬
dence too is nebulous.
Yet the dire effects of student disinter¬
est is apparent. RA representatives who do
not attend meetings nor ask for their con¬
stituents opinions leave concerned students
feeling uninformed and muzzled. After all, if
the ideal system of representation worked,
Justin Stebbins’ representative would have
asked his opinions about the calendar pro¬
posals and Stebbins might not have felt as
thought the RA had made a pompous deci¬
sion unrepresentative of the student body.

BATES RATES;superbslam
Stop Eileen, stop.

Eilleen Wilkens

The housing lottery

The Tenure Process

Quality’s earlier
closing hrs.

Jhe Baht Motel;
no vacancy.
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Pick number 1431 can choose from a cozy little shack
on the roof of Merril, a floating raft on the puddle, or
the very back seat of the CSA van.

There are PLO terrorist cells, nuclear launch
codes, and X-Files episodes less secretive than
these decisions.
Of course you found this out at about
11:35 pm on that night you hadn’t eaten and
that it was 5 degrees below zero.
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In defense of-

Editorial

Editor explains and apologizes position from January article

Despite all the knocks, housing office making
changes for the better
This week we focus on a perpetually under-appreciated
and overly-criticized aspect of life at Bates. No, we’re not
talking about the quality of the food - we are talking about the
housing office.
Yes, we really are. For just one moment put aside your
negative opinions formed when, as a lowly sophomore, you
couldn’t get that single in Rand or because you couldn’t get
into commons after tuming-in your meal application long after
the deadline. Over the course of the past two years we have
seen marked improvement in the housing office.
Gone are the days when one senior and three
sophomores could attain suite housing ahead of four seniors.
The housing changes, controversial as they may be, appear to
have reinvigorated room selection, and increased the amount
of specialized housing (theme, quiet-study, single sex and
chem-free housing). And, in the years that this staff has been
at Bates, the sophomore class actually had many housing
choices available to them when they selected their rooms (in
fact, several rooms remain open).
In addition, it looks as though “roommate fraud” - the
process of choosing doubles and triples with roommates
destined to study abroad - is also on the decline. Say what you
like - love him or hate him - Keith Tannenbaum does not play
favorites. Rooms are assigned based on need and seniority and they are assigned fairly.
Tannenbaum has brought a fresh perspective and
energy to a thankless and despised position. That alone
warrants our respect, and our recognition.

By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor
There is an old saying in the newspa¬
per business: “Doctors buries their mistakes.
We put them on the front page.”
I wish that I did not write the article
on the women’s squash team that ran in the
January 22 Student. I admit that I basically
did not care about the article that I wrote. I
was tired and angry at the subjects, which is
a recipe for trouble in journalism.
It was, in the words of my father, “A
pretty self-centered article.”
As a journalist, I made a mistake.
Newspaper articles are not supposed to be
about the author, and that one was. I also
made the mistake of taking on too much work
at the newspaper that week. I should have
recognized that, and given some work to a
substitute. Finally, I failed to act like an adult
when presented with rude behavior by one
of the subjects of my article, and I allowed
my distaste for that person to color my writ¬
ing.
However, The Womyn’s Action Coali¬
tion has accused me of being a sexist based
on this act. I have a problem with that - be¬
cause the fact that I did not care had noth¬
ing to do with the gender of the subjects.
As a friend of mine said, “You weren’t
pissed because they were women, you were
just pissed off.”
That, however, is not an excuse. The
article that I wrote was certainly substan¬
dard work for me, and I wish I could take it
back. There were statements in it that I will
never use again.
Every week I search through our wire
serve and I see real incidents of sexism, stuff
that is sickening. Fraternities that cover up

for rapists and the like. I go to Commons
and I see far too many male students refer
to young women as “that chick with the killer
ass at the salad bar.” I do not consider my¬
self to be in that class.
Anybody who knows me well knows
that I would never deliberately do what I have
been accused of. I feel really bad about this,
because, on further review, I see that the
WAC has a point - my ill-considered article
could have been offensive to women.
A lot of people this week have urged
me to let lose on what they see as “P.C. crap.”
But this is serious. The WAC is right to be
very much on their guard against sexism, and
I am sorry that I made sexists on this cam¬
pus think that their behavior is tolerable be¬
cause of my mistake.
I did not mean to offend the women’s
squash team. I was trying to write the best
article that I could. Despite their claim, I did
not have sufficient information to write a
competent article to the standards that I en¬
force for myself. Unfortunately, I was 7 hours
past deadline, and it was two in the morn¬
ing. I could not call anyone to get more in¬
formation, and I had to write the article. So
I tried something different, and it did not
work.
As I said in the original article, this all
came out of a miscommunication over what
I needed. It was made worse by more mis¬
communication. This week I am being named
Editor in Chief of this newspaper for next
year. In my first act as such, I would like to
ask the WAC, and all campus organizations
to work with me to prevent further events
like this. The Student will always be a fo¬
rum for free discussion on this campus, but
it should not marginalize anyone, and I am
horrified at the suggestion that I did that.

The R.A. is the voice of...
Extensive representation is the soul of the assembly
To the Editor;
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The Bates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the
college is in session. Editorials represent opinions of the editorial board. Views ex¬
pressed in individual columns, features and letters are solely those of the author.
As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of the The Bates Student are in¬
tended to be an open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members
of the community to contribute to it.
Letters to the Editor must be received at 7 p.m. on Wednesday if they are to be consid¬
ered for publication in the Friday issue. All letters must be signed, but under special
circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may de¬
liver single-spaced, typed letters to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to The Bates Stu¬
dent, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit letters on a 3.5inch computer disk, or by e-mail to jconnors@abacus.bates.edu.

Prompted by certain concerns raised
by Justin Stebbins in last week’s Student, we
take this opportunity to make a few points
clear to the Bates community.
The organizational title “Representa¬
tive Assembly” (RA) is no misnomer. Every
student on campus is represented on the RA
in multiple ways.
Residents of
houses and dorms, offLetters to
campus students, the
four classes, sports
teams, and all clubs and organizations send
representatives. These representatives are
elected to represent the interests of their re¬
spective groups. By virtue of this extensive
system of representation, in which no stu¬
dent is excluded, the RA is able to act on
business as the “voice of the student body.”
A theme of the current RA is to make
the student body’s business very known and
accessible to all. Of late, the student body has

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

been more informed of RA doings than in re¬
cent years. Posters, e-mail announces, office
hours, newsletters, Bates Daily notices, pub¬
lic forums, and tables in front of commons
are all tools that the RA is employing vigor¬
ously to keep a strong connection up with
the student body.
RA meetings are public and participa¬
tory. Any member of the Bates community
may attend the Mon¬
day night sessions at
7:00 PM in Skelton
the Editor
Lounge. Anyone may
speak on the matters
before the body. It is at these meetings that
constructive efforts are made to improve
Bates life.
Again, thank you Justin for your state¬
ment. We hope this information is useful. The
RA office line is always open, please give us
a ring at any time- 786-6390.
Carrie Delmore
RA President

Jay Surdukowski
RA Vice President
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Envirionment-friendly reduction
Real ehange begins at the source; with you day to day
By MARIA LIBBY

Environmental Coordinator
“The Other Three R’s.”
Reduce, reuse, and recycle. Their or¬
der is significant. Although we have focused
much energy the past few years on increas¬
ing the amount that is recycled on campus,
to truly affect change we need to begin at the
source. We need to focus more on reducing
our consumption. For instance, while it may
be an excellent idea to compost our food
waste in Dining Services, it is far better not
to have wasted the food in the first place. The
benefits of this can be traced back many
stages over, and may ultimately translate into
reduced demands on scarce water resources
in the West. The same goes for plastic, or any
other waste. We could reduce pollution lev¬
els and resource extraction if we simply de¬
manded less, or only use that which we need.
Reducing waste on campus is a much
more complex task than recycling, however.
No color-coded bins can make this a “user
friendly” system. It requires a systematic
change in behavior. A tough challenge. Yet,
if we are not the ones to rise to this chal¬
lenge, who ever will? The well-educated of
our society must precipitate this shift. The
model we are offering the world without it is
indeed frightening. Have you contemplated
a planet whose inhabitants all consume re¬
sources at the rate'bf Americans? Knowing
what we know about the various impacts of
the automobile, from roads to emissions, it
is indeed daunting to visualize the Chinese
population owning as many cars per capita
as we do. Add to that Mexico and India, and
our planet’s carrying capacity takes on new
meaning.
What does a reduction in waste re¬
quire? A simple answer is to consume less.
It has been nearly impossible to miss the in¬
creased media attention on the new life-style
choice so many Americans are now choos¬

ing-voluntary simplicity. Its premise is to
consume less while living a more fulfilling
life. It is not a new idea. Henry David
Thoreau tried it and wrote a book about it
approximately 150 years ago. Even if you
are not ready to change your life-style, there
is much you can do to help thwart the mount¬
ing legacy of trash and associated pollution
we are leaving behind.
Operating with the following precepts
in mind will enable source reduction to a part
of your natural rhythm. First, get in the habit
of askingyourself if you really need what you
are about to purchase. Is it adding value or
clutter? Second, think about packaging.
Make decisions based on it. Pita bread is
my favorite example. Sahara brand packs it
in a plastic tray in the plastic bag, while other
brands simply use are resealable plastic bag.
The plastic tray from Sahara is a complete
waste, and the resealable bag from other
brands can be very useful. Lastly, purchase
durable, quality items that last.
Once you begin to practice source re¬
duction, the second “R”, reuse, becomes sec¬
ond nature. If you save all your resealable
pita bread bags, maybe you won’t need to buy
ziplock bags at all. Baby food jars can be¬
come storage for nuts and bolts and nails.
The list goes on and on. It is only through
increased emphasis on source reduction that
we will win the solid waste wars. Reuse and
recycling are key components, but they do
not address the root cause of the problem.
(One last word about recycling, however. We
DID improve our recycling rates last semes¬
ter with our revised program. The mixed re¬
cyclable (including paper, cardboard, news¬
paper, magazines, and plastic) rate increased
from 20% to 30% during first semester when
compared to last year. That is a significant
improvement, and it does not include returnables. With continued effort, we will be able
to reach our goal of 50% soon.) We plan to
give this area of solid Waste management
more attention in the future. Stay tuned.

A IVIttHT OF SKA and U APELLA
Mrs. SK Aimol <o and tin* Oossloiies
LIVE!! FRIDAY, March 12th CHASE HALL
LOIJXOE R:00|ini
Refreshments will be served.
AYR IT’S TOTALLY FREE!!!

PARIS ’99
unm'mjufy in prtniding
summer education.
lOO COUKOI

Imtncnion
History
Film. Filmmaking
Excursion;!

OP PARIS
2200

Kid’s books you will NEVER see;

75007 Pari*, France
Fax (33/1)40 62 07 17
2) 983-1414

1. You were an accident.
2. Some Kittens CAN fly!
3.Daddy drinks because you cry.
4. Kathy was so bad her Mom stopped loving her.
5. The Care Bears maul some campers and are shot dead.

Spin control is not supposed to be a dean’s motive
By SHAWN P. O’LEARY

Editor-in-Chief
Last week’s edition of this newspaper
included a letter to the editor from Dean
James Carignan in which he outlined his dis¬
approval for including his name in an adver¬
tisement promoting a lecture by David
Horowitz. Now I recognize that
Carignan has every right to express
that his view is vastly different than
that of Horowitz - in fact it would be
quite difficult to find many people who
shared such a view as his. Yet I am
compelled to ‘disabuse’ Carignan of a
few notions he seems to hold regard¬
ing a college newspaper.
First, Carignan quickly informs
us that he did not agree to the adver¬
tisement. Quite Frankly Mr. Carignan,
I did not realize that you held vetopower over this newspaper’s editorial
decisions. Imagine my surprise when
this was brought to my attention. Hon¬
estly, in his capacity as Dean of the
College, Carignan organizes events
such as the Muskie Archives Series on
Public Affairs and it was in this capacity that
he invited Horowitz to the college. There¬
fore, the representation of Carignan in
Horowitz’s advertisement was not only ac¬
curate, it was justified.
Secondly, this newspaper is not obli¬
gated to inform Carignan or any other mem¬
ber of the college of its editorial content prior

to publication. Just as I would not call a stu¬
dent or official to let them know that they
are the subject of a letter, editorial or adver¬
tisement, I did not call Carignan to let him
know that he was named in an advertisement
promoting a lecture he had a hand in orga¬
nizing and securing for the college.
I also take issue with Carignan’s
rather patronizing claim that an articulation

piece either from the left or the right of the
political spectrum I’ll be sure to first confer
with Carignan to verify that it does indeed
hold a legitimate place within the “academy.”
I seriously question Carignan’s mo¬
tives for claiming that a particular point of
view requires a verification of legitimacy to
be presented within the college (for if he
claims that one point of view has a legitimate

that the speech in question received a fair
amount of media coverage.
Now my thoughts might amount to
little more than conjecture, but it would seem
that a hasty departure from his role as Dean
of the College for his part in bringing
Horowitz to Bates would save political face
among his Lewiston constituents. If this was
indeed Carignan’s motivation for shirking his
share of responsibility for Horowitz’s
lecture, then he is allowing his political
and professional obligations to conflict.
I need not remind Carignan of the
proper remedy for such a conflict of in¬
terest.
It is the long-established tradition
of this nation that freedom of expres¬
sion - regardless of how unpopular - is
essential to the country’s viability.
Horowitz, while extreme in view, repre¬
sents a school of thought sadly ne¬
glected in the endless stream of liberal
speakers which flood our campus each
year. As extreme as his viewpoint is,
his lecture brought a balancing of view¬
points not often found in the discourse
at Bates.
For an official of the college to shirk
his role in securing that balance of opinion
for the sake of remaining en vogue with the
College’s mainstream school of thought rep¬
resents a serious breach of professional eth¬
ics. Mr. Carignan, any political persuasion
should have the opportunity to make its case
at this college - regardless of how popular,
or damaging to your political aspirations.

Could it be that the Carignan, believing
that Horowitz's unpopular beliefs were in some
fashion associated with his, felt the need to distance
himself as quickly as possible? Probably.
Remember that Carignan is not only the dean of our
fair college but also a Lewiston city counselor, and
that the speech in question received a fair
amount of media coverage.
of a position on the right of the political spec¬
trum “has a legitimate presence in the acad¬
emy.” I didn’t realize that any expression of
opinion requires word from the dean of the
college assuring that it has a legitimate place
within the “academy.”
At any rate, the next time this news¬
paper considers publishing a provocative

presence he is thereby stipulating that oth¬
ers do not). Could it be that the Carignan,
believing that Horowitz’s unpopular beliefs
were in some fashion associated with his, felt
the need to distance himself as quickly as
possible? Probably. Remember that
Carignan is not only the dean of our fair col¬
lege but also a Lewiston city counselor, and
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Vision and taste: money, power, sex
By ANDREW REECE
Features Columnist
Interested? You might want to consider
seeing Cruel Intentions. The film is a devi¬
ous chess match between step-siblings
Sebastian Valmont (Ryan Phillipe), and
Kathryn Merteuil (Sarah Michelle Gellar),
who spend their summer vacation in compe¬
tition with each other, striving to out-do the
other’s jaded, malicious plans.
The focus of the movie is Kathryn’s
challenge to Sebastian: he must deflower
Annette Hargrove (Reese Witherspoon), fa¬
mous for her featured article in Seventeen,
titled “Why I Chose To Wait”. If Sebastian
succeeds, he wins “the only woman [he] can’t
have” - Kathryn. If he loses, Kathryn gets his
1956 Jaguar Roadster- and the satisfaction
of gloating over Sebastian’s failure.
Annette, however, has heard of
Sebastian and his reputation for promiscu¬
ity; all his lascivious advances are coolly side¬
stepped by the skeptical Annette. In the
meantime, Sebastian agrees to help Kathryn
with another plot; Kathryn’s ex-, Court
Reynolds, has dumped her for Cecile, a more
innocent, less dangerous toy. Kathryn

charges Sebastian with the corruption of batted eyelash.
Court’s new catch.
There are two ways to look at Cruel
As Sebastian pur¬
—Intentions. The
sues success, he gradu¬
first way is by
ally falls captive to
comparison; the
Annette’s unwitting
film is actually a
charm, and falls in love
remake of a re¬
with her. Kathryn grows
make. Based on
angry at her apparent
the film Danger¬
replacement, and turns
ous Liaisons, it
her considerable pow¬
ultimately finds
ers of manipulation
its inspiration in
the renowned
against the new couple.
The plot, admit¬
French classic,
tedly, sounds bland and
Choderlos
de
tasteless, and from this
Laclos’ Les Liailimited description, it is.
s
o
n
s
The fun of Cruel Inten¬
Dangereuses.
However, the
tions is in the details;
watching Sebastian and
film’s stars are
Kathryn mercilessly
youthful and ap¬
tease each other elic¬
pealing, versus
ited a few groans from
the
original,
the males in our audi¬
which was writ¬
ten for an adult
ence, and Kathryn’s
twisted intentions are
cast. In light of
clearly apparent in
this, it seems that
each blown kiss and
the film’s produc-

Machinations of the
dark, manipulative
element of the human
psyche remains the
underlying theme of
the film... the actors
are able to express
both gleeful, impish
fun as well as the
pain they are faced
with when their
plans backfire.

ers are tryingto attract a youthful audience,
composed of a generation which, for the most
part, is not versed in the culture from whence
this storyline originated.
The second option is to evaluate Cruel
Intentions solely on its own merits, un¬
touched by comparison to past works. For¬
tunately, this is how the film’s creators chose
to approach their work; Cruel Intentions does
not take itself too seriously.
Machinations of the dark, manipula¬
tive element of the human psyche remains
the underlying theme of the film, but it does
not envelope the rest of the story. The youth¬
ful actors are able to express both the glee¬
ful, impish fun that their characters have
with their pranks, as well as the pain they
are faced with when their plans backfire. The
twists and turns of Kathryn and Sabastian’s
schemes are malignant and vicious, but es¬
cape being laden down by drawn-out exami¬
nations of motive.
Regardless of its predecessors’ repu¬
tations, Cruel Intentions stands out on its
own as a dark, but amusing tale of exploita¬
tion and revenge.

International Festival a success
By SAMEER RAJ MASKEY
Staff Writer
The number of brightly colored post¬
ers for the International Festival increased
around the campus as March 5th ap¬
proached. The posters with pictures of Sol y
Canto band, coffee house and other strong
words of festival were enticing fellow
Batesies to participate in the International
Festival. Indeed the posters did their work.
International Festival became a success!
International Festival had been taking
place for few years now. Besides the usual
events like international fair and coffee
house, this time there were couple of new
events added, which made the festival more
interesting.
The festival started with International
Fair and Art Exhibition at 5:00 p.m. in Chase
Hall. There was international art from vari¬
ous countries on display in the corridor. Many
people were enjoying having their name writ¬
ten in Chinese. This art display was a new
event added to the festival and was Jennifer
Bailey’s idea.
The art exhibition was more focused
on Indian mehndi art, Japanese origami, and
Chinese calligraphy. The audience could go
around the art exhibit and slowly stream to
the bigger room where there were many
booths. All the booths had facts of their coun¬
tries and carried various types of artifacts,
posters and different types of things which
best described their country. The interna¬
tional songs were played all the time and
audience was enjoying their rest time after

dinner by strolling around the booths and
gazing at the cool things, which some had
never seen before. In fact, the words, “That’s
awesome” could be heard many times around
different booths.
Had you ever known that there exists
a six-pointer chess game? No wonder most
of the audience didn’t know that. This six
pointer chess was on display on Taiwan’s
booth. Or had you known about the highest
fall of Venezuela or had you known about the
cool wedding gowns of Korea or...or had you
know about the Dracula’s birth palace in
Bulgaria? Those who had ‘No’ as their an¬
swers to the above questions must have
surely enjoyed learning the new facts about
the different countries. It was incredible how
one could see and learn about so many coun¬
tries’ different cultures and tradition in one
swift survey of the booths. International Fair
was definitely filled with knowledge and fun
at the same time. Christian Nauvel and Joori
Jun, who helped in handling the organiza¬
tion of this international fair, were indeed
happy to see the fair turn into a success.
People hadn’t stopped talking about
what they had experienced in International
Fair when the concert of Sol y Canto band
started in Chapel at 9 p.m. This Latino band
consisted of six members and they were from
various parts of Latin America. The audience
applauded their songs from Argentina,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, etc. The audience even
started dancing in the latter half of the show.
With many people dancing on aisle, the band
played fast numbers to keep up with the ex¬
cited audience. The concert went until 11

p.m. at night. The atmosphere was enjoying
and relaxing.
Saturday came with its showers of
snow bringing about unfavorable weather for
the events. The heavy snow at daytime made
the organizers think that there wouldn’t be
many people in Olin Arts Concert Hall where
Taiko drummers were supposed to give their
drumming show. Unlike what had been
thought, soon concert hall started getting
crowded and amazingly by 1:30 there was
barely enough space to sit. Some sat pa¬
tiently on the aisle and floors and gave more
energy for Taiko drummers to go wild with
their beat. Though the band members were
not really Japanese people, they really
played in true Japanese spirit. Everyone was
impressed by the fineness in what they
played. ‘Burlington Taiko drummer’ is what
they were called, as most of the members
were from Burlington, Vermont.
It was not only one or two, but many
events held. That’s why it was not a particu¬
lar event but a festival where one could at¬
tend and see all kinds of international ac¬
tivities. Strengthening the ongoing Interna¬
tional Festival, the International Coffeehouse
took place in Chase Lounge on Saturday
night. Radu Costinescu, who had helped in
organizing the event, got it started at around
7:30 p.m. The performers, who were mostly
international students, showed their culture,
tradition and custom in form of plays, songs
and dances. Being able to see an European
play, listen to a Hindi song and watch a dance
from Iran at the same time is one of the for¬
tunate events that can take place for those

who want to learn more about international
countries. Not only these events but also
there were many other small performances
which made the coffee house last for two
hours; one hour more than what the orga¬
nizers had it expected.
The coffeehouse ended, but not the fes¬
tival. There was still one more event left and
that was the final party in the Silo. Though
called a “Buck and a Half Party,” it was free
this time. No need of buck and half; free mu¬
sic, free dance and free food that was what
the buck and a half party was about. Though
the party was somewhat thin before 11. p.m.
soon it was swinging in the pace of fast mu¬
sic. DJ Manfred made the party go on until 2
a.m., when the dancers were tired and
sweaty.
And there ended the International Fes¬
tival with everyone having enjoyed what they
saw, experienced and felt. The event was
success and the organizers hard work paid
off. As always, the advisor of the Interna¬
tional Club, Dean James Reese, gave strong
support for the event and helped the orga¬
nizers to get encouraged and bring their best
to the festival.
It seems only like yesterday when
people were excited to get the festival going,
but it’s already been a week that the festival
has ended. Events that come after a long wait
always slip away fast. Now, Batesies have to
wait one more year to enjoy this festival. The
countdown has started. International Festi¬
val is coming again - same time, different
year- with more to offer for Bates family. It’s
coming...coming again.

CLASSIFIEDS:
WORK IN COLORADO THIS SUMMER!

Bill Burleigh (Bates ’86)
GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean or Central
owns and operates the Laramie River Ranch, a dude ranch in Colorado. We have all America: $199 round trip. Europe: $169.
sorts of positions for this coming summer and we’re looking for friendly and
Book tickets online @ www.airtech.com or @ (212) 219-7000.
motivated individuals who want to do something different for a change. Learn all
about us at www.lrranch.com
. Follow the link to “jobs” to learn about
employment._
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CD review: Eminem’s ‘Slim Shady9
By JEREMY GERSHMAN
Daily Trojan (U. Southern California)
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Listen¬
ers are in for a big surprise if they listen to
Eminem’s much talked about debut album,
Slim Shady, after hearing his single “My
Name Is” on the radio.
The song, currently receiving heavy
airplay on both modern rock and rap sta¬
tions, comes across as a tauntingyet friendly
rap melody. With a catchy, happy-go-lucky
beat and a chorus that, yes, playfully asks
what his name is, “My Name Is” creates a
happier, cleaner image of the rapper than
what exists on the album.
This is also true in the difference in
context between the song’s album and radio
versions. In the line I just drank a fifth of
vodka / dare me to drive?, the word “vodka”
is replaced with “Kool-Aid” on the radio ver¬
sion, giving the line a new, silly tone.
So there is an initial shock to hear
Eminem talk about killing a fictional wife and
baby daughter, as is the subject of “97 Bonnie
& Clyde.” But, believe it or not, “97 Bonnie &
Clyde" is one of the best songs on an album
that boasts great beats, good variety and,

most important, great rhymes.
Like a lot of rappers, Eminem raps
about what’s around him, what he’s been
through and what he sees on a daily basis.
In his case, this includes the experiences of
growing up poor without a father, what it was
like to be constantly bullied in junior high and
what it was like to be harassed as a white
kid in a predominantly black high school.
It is essentially what all rappers are
supposed to do - keep it real. No one wants
to hear people rap or sing about things they
know nothing about. Doing so is exactly how
an artist becomes labeled as “fake,” some¬
thing Eminem can proudly say that he is not.
Still, a lot of people won’t know what
to make of Eminem’s album the first time
they listen to it. They might be surprised to
hear him recount a humorous tale of acci¬
dentally giving a girl too many ‘shrooms in
“My Fault,” or joke about all the STDs he has
in “Cum On Everybody,” or even his very at¬
titude, perfectly summed up in the song “Just
Don’t Give A Fuck.”
However, the most controversial as¬
pect of Slim Shady is the manner and fre¬
quency of the two underlying themes of death
and murder Eminem raps about. This will
ultimately be the deciding factor for how a

listener accepts this album. Whether he’s
talking about drowning himself in “Role
Model” or discussing beating someone to
death with a broomstick in “Brain Damage,”
Eminem expresses a lot of rage and anger
that exists inside him.
Of course, one hopes, he would never
do any of the things he raps about doing. And
recognizing that is the key to understanding
this album. Eminem uses his songs and his
raps as an outlet for his frustrations,
thoughts and emotions about his past, his life
and the world.
Aside from that, Slim Shady is musi¬
cally pleasingto the ears. Eminem’s flow can
best be compared to Will Smith. He raps with
great ease and his words come off crisp and
clear. Eminem’s best attribute is probably his
clever rhymes.
Songs such as “97 Bonnie & Clyde” and
“Role Model,” in which Eminem makes it
perfectly clear that people should not do as
he does, demonstrate his lyrical rhyming tal¬
ent. On “Role Model,” he raps, Some people
only see that I’m white, ignoring skill/ cause
1 stand out like a green hat with an orange
bill.
Eminem’s engaging voice is comple¬
mented by interesting and original beats pro¬

duced by Marky and Jeff Bass, with addi¬
tional assistance from Dr. Dre on four tracks.
Dre actually provides one of the more inter¬
esting songs on the album, a duet called
“Guilty Conscience,” where Dre and Eminem
go back and forth playing both sides of one’s
conscience.
Slim Shady benefits from the fact that
there isn’t just one sound present for the
entire album. Each song changes in mood
and tempo, from the eerily haunting “Rock
Bottom” to the danceable “Cum On Every¬
body.”
The songs are also intelligently lay¬
ered with strange voices and sound effects.
Eminem helps his own cause by supplying
his great voice to singing, or rapping, the
choruses without the addition of background
singers or samples - something that most
artists don’t do.
Slim Shady definitely stands out as one
of the better recent rap releases. But there
will be those incapable of seeing the real rea¬
sons behind the album’s content. And those
people may find themselves simply repeat¬
ing the opinion of one girl, provided on a re¬
corded phone message on the album: “I’m
now nauseous and I cannot eat lunch.”

Poetry reading, thesis recital
upcoming campus events
(College Relations) - Poet Jean Monahan will
read from her two books of poetry, “Ha,nds”
and “Believe it or Not,” at 3 p.m., March 21,
in the Special Collections room of the library.
The public is invited to attend the Readings
with Bates Authors presentation free of
charge.
“Jean Monahan’s ‘Hands’ surprises the
reader at every turn. These are poems of
brilliant physicality in description, dramatic
and often objective,” wrote poet Donald Hall
in awarding Monahan the 1991 Anhinga
Prize.
Vijay Seshadri, author of “Wild King¬
dom,” described Monahan’s poems as “by
turns tender and violent, ruefully intelligent
and well-informed, and absolutely authen¬
tic.”
Monahan, a 1981 graduate of Bates,
has won the Writer’s Voice of the West Side

YMCA’s Open Voice Award and the John Wil¬
liams Andrews Narrative Poetry Contest. She
also was named runner-up in the 1991 Na¬
tional Poetry Competition.
Bates soprano Elaine Chow and pia¬
nist Mark Howard will give a solo
senior thesis recital at 8 p.m. March 20, in
the Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall. The public is invited to attend free of
charge.
Chow will perform Ravel’s “Trots Po¬
ems de Stephane Mallarme,” Ernest
Chausson’s “Chanson Perpetuelle” and
Saint-Saens’ “Un Flute Invisible.”
Following an intermission, Chowwill perform
the melodies of Claude Debussy
and Gabriel Faure set to the poetry of Paul
Verlaine.
For more information, call the Olin Arts
Center at 786-6315.

Do you have any
outstanding or
talented memebers?

Merrill Road
Self-Storage
(off College Street)

784-2483
all sizes available
student rates
pre-paid discounts
24 hour video surveillance
office:
741 Main Street
Lewiston
across from Marden’s

E-mail
thebatesstudent@bates£du
if you’d like to see these
members featured in
The Student.

Write for Features. Email jgiblin.
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Pitching is focal point for baseball
By PAUL ZINN
Staff Writer
Coach Bob Flynn begins his last sea¬
son as the head coach of the Bates baseball
team with a group that is both talented and
young - a good combination. The baseball
team has actually already started it’s sea¬
son, making its annual North Carolina swing
over February break. During the swing, the
team lost all four of its games, but all is not
lost. The teams down south are very good,
since they can play outdoors year round, not
to mention the fact that Bates was playing
without the services of junior co-captain Aus¬
tin Philbin and Jason Goulie ’00. This is a
team that has good, young starting pitching
and a very potent lineup. The relief pitching
will be one of the major areas of focus. If this
relief pitching can hold up against the likes
of MIT, St. Joe’s, USM, Tufts, Colby,
Middlebury, and Bowdoin, then this team will
have the chance to surprise some people.
Right now, the pitching rotation looks
like this. Junior Drew Blicharz is the num¬
ber one starter and Andy Stanton ’01 comes
in at number two. The pitching rotation will
be rounded out by sophomores Christian
Galligher and Kevin Walsh. This pitching ro¬
tation is not bad at all, and more importantly,
it is young. Blicharz is a real power pitcher
who is aggressive and will challenge anyone,
while Stanton features a good array of
pitches with a fastball, curve and a circlechange developed over the summer. Stanton
came through with a good pitching perfor¬
mance in North Carolina, limiting Greens¬
boro College to four hits and three earned
runs over six innings. The Bobcats would
hold a 5-0 lead in this game, but Greensboro
got six runs during the 7th and 8th innings
for a 10-7 win. Galligher has a lot of natural
pitching talent and adds another good arm
to the rotation. Walsh, like Blicharz, is men¬
tally tough and competitive. He is never
afraid to throw his pitch in a situation. The
bullpen is very young, and it will be one of
the things to focus on this year. Shane
Delaney ’02, John Merriman ’02, and Ben
Donaldson ’02, all of whom pitched in the
Greensboro game, are three of the players

that will see relief action this year. Delaney He was 6 for 10 stealing bases last year and
adds a good lefty reliever to the bullpen, looks to build on this. Scott McAuliffe ’99, a
something that is a rarity in baseball these co-captain, has a good glove at second and
days. Josh Moody, Mike Diskint, and James is a great leader. Much of the power will come
Hanley will also see bullpen action this sea¬ from the No. 3 and No. 5 slots, where Jason
son. All of them, with the exception of Hanley, Coulie and Drew Blicharz will probably hit.
are first-years. Moody, a utility infielder, fills Coulie had eight round-trippers last year, but
he can also hit well for contact and plays right
the roll of a hard throwing reliever.
The starting pitching looks solid, and field. Blicharz can hit the ball a ton as he
the relief pitching must come through. As showed last year with his two grand slams.
Andy Stanton put it, “Relief pitching will play He also hit .333 on the season and has a solid
glove at first. Shirl
an important role as
games start to bunch
Penney ’99, the other
co-captain, is one of
together on the
the smartest hitters
schedule, and pitch¬
on the team and has
ers start to fatigue.
the ability to do what
Pitching in general
is needed in almost
is important. We
any hitting situation.
have a strong lineup
Ben Bines ’01 has a
offensively, and we
good arm in left and
need to hold teams
down to get quality
is a pure line drive
hitter. Christian
wins.” Others may
also see added relief
Galligher will see the
shortstop duties, and
action,
he is the man for the
such as Jason
Coulie. Certainly
job, with great skills
look for this team to
defensively. Firstget better as the
year Ben Donaldson
will do the catching
year goes on and the
relievers gain muchand is athletic, has a
good arm, and is a
needed collegiate
solid
defensive
experience.
Over the trip,
catcher. Merriman
the team lost four
also has a good glove
Shirl Penney ’99
at third and is a very
games. They lost to
Guilford (N.C.) 20-5,
hard worker. Sopho¬
more Matt Pound will
Lynchburgh (Va.) 141, Eastern Mennoprovide a good
nite at Greensboro, 14-6, and to Greensboro backup at first and a good left-handed bat,
College by a score of 10-7. Again, these were while Justin Pats ’02 and Pat Collins ’01 will
against good teams, and the Bobcats did not be solid reserves in the outfield and infield,
have two of their better players. If they can respectively. Jason Pinkham ’02 adds even
regroup and get going on all cylinders by the more depth to the outfield and Dave
end of this month, they can have a good year Argereow ’99 will back Donaldson up behind
the plate. Dave Richter ’01 adds another real
and build a great base for the future.
The lineup for the spring is not set yet. hard worker to this squad. These players
However, there is an idea of what it will look may all see increased action when the team
like. Austin Philbin, one of the hardest work¬ begins to head into its many doubleheaders.
ers on the team and the center fielder, has Again, none of this is set yet. This lineup fea¬
tremendous speed and will probably lead off. tures speed, power, and most of the hitters

“There is no question
that our offense is
the best one through
nine lineup that we
have had since I have
been here. We will
score a lot of runs
this season, but the
pitching and defense
will have to step it
up for us this year. ”

hit well for average. Everyone in the infield
has a good glove, and the outfield portrays
speed with Philbin and Coulie, and great
arms with all three (Philbin, Coulie, and
Bines).
This team certainly looks good on pa¬
per, and it appears they will be able to score
runs. They need to score, which will happen
if they get players on base for the big guys.
The lower part of this lineup will also be good,
so if the top part gets on, scoring shouldn’t
be a problem. It then comes down to pitch¬
ing, as it usually does. If the pitching holds
up, this could be a great going out party for
Coach Flynn. If the starters perform, this
team will have leads and if the relievers can
hold them, they are going to win games. It is
as simple as that.
On the success of the Bobcats this
year, co-captain Shirl Penney said, “I think
the key to our success this year will be our
pitching and defense. There is no question
that our offense is the best one through nine
lineup that we have had since I have been
here. We will score a lot of runs this season,
but the pitching and defense will have to step
it up for us this year. I think we have what it
takes to be very competitive in the NESCAC,
but we can’t beat ourselves. Down south we
made too many mental and physical errors,
and we are working hard in practice now to
eliminate those errors. Our goal is to have a
winning record this year, which will allow the
younger guys to use that momentum going
into the future. There is a strong younger
core of players, and with losing just Scottie
and myself this year, I think we can expect
great things from Bates baseball this year
and in the years to come. I am very excited
about the addition of Coach Vandersea. He
has added a new coaching philosophy that I
think will prove to be very beneficial to us
this year. He is showing a real dedication to
the program that I feel is necessary from all
involved, including coaches and staff, to build
a winning program.”
The Bobcats hope to get in the win
column on March 27th at MIT in a double
header. The home opener is Thursday, April
1st at 3 p.m., against St. Joe’s.

Men's Tennis transfers power from shields to guns
By NICK BOURNAKEL
Staff Writer
The Bates men’s tennis team begins
its much anticipated third season under head
coach Paul Gastonguay this weekend when
it travels to Vermont to face the Middlebury
College Panthers.
“We’re a young team, and we’re still
developing, and even though Middlebury is
ranked ahead of us, look for us to demon¬
strate Saturday that we’re going to be a team
to be reckoned with,” said Gastonguay.
“Everyone’s been working very hard all win¬
ter long and with three very strong doubles
teams, we should start off strong against any
team in the league, but with that said, it is
also important not to become complacent.”
After two “rebuilding years” of mixed
success, the team’s hopes and expectations
are running extremely high. The reasons for
this sentiment are many: two terrifically tal¬
ented transfer students have been added to
the roster, every mainstay of last year’s
squad is improved, and the fall season
ranked as perhaps one of the most success¬
ful tournament seasons in the history of the

team. However, the fall season began on a
bit of a negative note, following the knowl¬
edge that Brian Kend ’99, who spent his jun¬
ior year in England, had decided not to re¬
turn to the team. Kend played number two
singles during Coach Gastonguay’s inaugu¬
ral season, and earned one of the best
records on the team, in addition to being an
integral part of the success of the 1996-97
squad. Coupled with the loss of senior cap¬
tain and number one singles player Lonnie
Klein, the outlook in August was shrouded
by a thick cloud of uncertainty.
However, with each successive day of
practice, things began to clear up, as new
recruits and improved lettermen pushed
each other during practices. Dmitri
Kudrjavtsev ’00, an Estonian transfer student
from Division I University of Tennessee-Chattanooga, aided tremendously in burning
away the cloud of uncertainty while also
burning his opponents in each of the four fall
tournaments he participated in. Kudrjavtsev
was so successful that he was able to achieve
a national ranking while winning the
Middlebury and Bates Invitational tourna¬
ments with h brand of “extreme-aggres¬

sion” tennis. Ben Lamanna, a first-year stu¬
dent, was able to solidify a spot at fifth
singles, while also posting impressive wins
in the fall tournaments in both doubles as
well as singles. Another new addition to the
Bobcat tennis team is sophomore Christo¬
pher Danforth of Belle Mead, N.J., whose
athleticism has added depth to an already
potent lineup comprised of mostly sopho¬
mores and juniors.
Every exceptional team needs excep¬
tional leaders, and with the sage leadership
of senior Sean Bilsborrow-Koo, who enjoyed
the best record on the team at number six
singles last season, and of junior captain
John Tucker, the void left by the departure
of Lonnie Klein should be filled nicely.
Among the returnees critical to the
success of this year’s team are the 1998 State
of Maine doubles champions, Greg Norton
and Milko “Milkbone” Todorov, at number
three and four singles, respectively. Look for
two more years of the best singles and
doubles in NESCAC from these two super
sophomores, whose deft volleys and blister¬
ing serves are a true pleasure to watch.
Dave Carlson, a key returning

letterman from the past two seasons, adds a
wealth of experience and consistent deter¬
mination at number two doubles. Carlson
said of this year’s team, “If we can get a
couple of big wins over the perennial
NESCAC powers, there’s no telling how far
we’ll go this year.” And if the team thought
that things were looking promising in the fall,
the picture has become rosier still, as they
were recently introduced to another Division
I standout who transferred to Bates this se¬
mester - this one from Baylor University.
Robert Ruttmann of South Africa will look to
intimidate opponents with his towering
six-foot-seven-inch frame and textbook ten:
nis form.
When all of these positive ingredients
are mixed together, the end result is a team
which is one of the favorites to dethrone the
powerful Williams juggernaut from the seat
which they have occupied for the past few
seasons - far too long in the eyes of every
hungry Bobcat on this extremely talented
and athletic team. A word of warning to ani¬
mals (and humans for that matter) like Po¬
lar Bears, Lord Jeffs, and the previously
mentioned Ephs: the ‘Cats are on the prowl!
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Women’s Lax finds precision blend of old and new
By CAM DONALDSON

Sports Editor
A glance at the women’s lacrosse ros¬
ter reveals much about what we can expect
from the squad this season. Any time a team
loses no one to graduation, you know they
are going to come back with a little extra
snarl. Loaded with seven seniors, including
one pre-season All American, and a fresh
infusion of talent, first-year coach Wynn
Hohlt thinks she has the right mixture of vet¬
eran leadership and malleable rookie talent
to establish a dynasty.
“There are a good mix of seasoned
players and new players on the squad and
each one of them brings something special
to the .team,” said Hohlt. “They’re a great
group to work with, eager to learn and im¬
prove both as individuals and as a unit. I tell
them they need to push each other to get
better and I expect that each day we are a
little better than the day before. My expecta¬
tions are that we all give 100 percent every
time we’re at practice and every time we step
on the field for a game...Determination, hard
work and higher standards.”
With this mantra in mind, Hohlt went
out and grabbed Heidi Herner, a former at¬
tacker at Temple University, and Blaik
Watson, goalkeeping extraordinaire, to fill
out her coaching staff. Hohlt herself is no
stranger to the heated NESCAC competition,
having played at Williams, where she was
one of only several Eph defenders ever to be
selected as honorable mention All Ameri¬
cans. She makes her return to NESCAC af¬
ter coaching for six years at Plymouth State.
“My goal this season is to have this
team do better than last season, not only in

win-loss record but in gaining on the top
Though pre-season All American Molly
teams in NESCAC,” said Hohlt. “We’re in the McMahon ’99 was notably absent from the
process of learning a slightly different sys¬ score sheet at Limestone, she, along with
tem and putting in some new offensive and gung-ho spiritual leader Wendy Zimmerman
defensive looks. I
’99, are the driving
feel we have quite
force behind this team.
a bit of talent on
“I don’t really feel any
this team and for
pressure from the All
“/
us to be successful
American thing,” said
it’s just a matter of
McMahon. “When I’m
fine-tuning some
playing, I don’t think
skills and gaining
about that stuff...I am
really excited for this
some confidence.”
The team’s
season. We have a good
confidence was
bunch of first-years
boosted over Feb¬
that will contribute a
ruary break, when
lot. We’re all hoping
Bates traveled to
that this year things
South Carolina to
will finally come to¬
challenge Lime¬
gether.”
As a three-sport
stone College.
Though the Bob¬
captain getting her last
cats were de¬
chance to suit up for
feated, a 10-5
Bates, Zimmerman
shares her classmate’s
score is nothing to
hopes that this will be
be ashamed of
against a Division
a breakout year for the
II opponent. Bates
program.
Though
scrimmages
at
actually held a 4-3
lead at the end of
Bowdoin were can¬
celed last weekend due
the first half, cour¬
Wendy Zimmerman ’99
tesy of two-goal
to
the
snow,
explosions from
Zimmerman says you
need to look no further
Julie Lundman ’99
than tryouts to see
and Liz Coulson
’02. With seven saves in blizzard conditions, where this team is headed. “Just from watch¬
rookie goalkeeper Jen Strahle has obvious ing the team being formed, I can say we have
potential in net, where she will be pressed a strong group of players,” she said. “So
by classmate Maria Sparks and veteran strong that about ten people had to be cut to
get numbers down, and even then the deci¬
backstop Cil Bloomfield ’99.

want...To have a
team that never
gives up in a game,
that never plays to
the level of a weaker
team, that is
mentally and
physically strong
and technically
sound...That loves
the sport and lives
for the game. ”

The Bates Student is
proud to announce the
selection of Matthew
Epstein as Editor in
Chief for the 19992000 academic year

sion was a very difficult one, as there were
excellent returning players who were cut and
many players who would have made it in pre¬
vious years that couldn’t because of the num¬
ber of strong players trying out.”
After building years in field hockey and
swimming, Zimmerman hopes to go out with
a memorable grand finale in lacrosse. When
asked what she wants out of her final sea¬
son in a Bates uniform, she immediately
launched into one of her colorful exhorta¬
tions. “I want to have a tight team that thrives
on pressure,” she said. “I want to have every
member of the team play their hearts out ev¬
ery day, and work to improve themselves and
their teammates by going hard in practice.
To have everyone understand and appreci¬
ate the different roles each member plays in
making the team function and making the
team complete. To have teammates not take
for granted that we have been given an op¬
portunity to continue on with this sport, re¬
membering that others have not. To have a
team that never gives up in a game, that
never plays to the level of a weaker team,
that is mentally and physically strong and
technically sound...That loves the sport and
lives for the game.
I want a team that has faith in itself
and its members, a team that is proud of its
accomplishments and learns from, but
doesn’t dwell on, the shortcomings. I want
us to shock the nay-sayers and beat the
teams that think they can’t be beat. I want a
team that I can look back on ten years from
now and be proud of what we did and who
we were.”
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March Madness: Time to put that thesis on hold
By MATT MEYERS

Staff Writer
It is that time of year again - March
Madness (a.k.a. “The Big Dance”), the colle¬
giate Division I basketball championship.
The one time of year that I can rationalize
watching ten straight hours of basketball.
The time of year when everyone in America
suddenly becomes a college basketball ex¬
pert and fills out their brackets in hopes of
winning office bragging rights. The time of
year when the term “sweet sixteen” means
a lot more than a cheesy DJ and bad party
gifts.
Most sports fans will tell you that the
NCAA men’s Division I basketball tourna¬
ment is the most exciting team championship
of them all. There is absolutely no way that
I could disagree with this. Every game is sud¬
den death. Winning this tournament is the
equivalent of winning six consecutive game
sevens. If this tournament were played in a
best of seven format, there would be no way
that Duke would not take home the title.
Luckily, this is not the NBA.

For anyone who has watched any col¬
lege basketball this season, it is very obvi¬
ous that Duke is the clear favorite. They have
experience in Trajan Langdon, size in Elton
Brand, athleticism in Corey Maggette and
cockiness in William Avery. They also have
debatably the best coach in college basket¬
ball in Mike Krzyzewski. So basically, they
might as well not play the tournament. But
that wouldn’t be any fun. I can’t remember
the last time the team that entered the tour¬
nament as the #1 team in the country and
the clear favorite came away as the cham¬
pion. The question becomes: Who can beat
Duke?
At this point, it does not seem as
though there are many teams who can. The
list begins with Cincinnati because they are
the only team to beat the Blue Devils this en¬
tire season. Interestingly enough, they are
in the same bracket (the east) as Duke, so if
all goes well Duke will have to face them be¬
fore making it to the final four in St. Peters¬
burg, Florida. Cincinnati is by no means a
lock to make the final eight to face Duke,
since they have been inconsistent all season,

losing to teams like DePaul and Marquette.
Other less obvious teams that could knock
off Duke are St. John's, Stanford and Ken¬
tucky. St. John’s appears to have a shot af¬
ter taking Duke to overtime earlier this sea¬
son. Stanford has a chance because they
have a lot of size and two stellar guards in
Kris Weems and Arthur Lee. I have to put
Kentucky on this list because they always
raise their level of play this time of year and
they have proven this with three consecutive
appearances in the finals, two of which they
won.
Because the tournament will have al¬
ready started by the time you read this, I will
make some predictions. This way none of
you will have the chance to be so foolish as
to use my predictions in your brackets. I’m
looking forward to a Duke and Cincinnati
rematch in the finals of the east region. In
the south region, I see St. John’s and Ohio
State playing for a trip to the final four.
Stanford and UConn will play for a final four
ticket out west while Utah will play Michi¬
gan St. for mid-west supremacy. Also look
for a Utah and Kentucky battle in the sweet

sixteen. These teams have met in the tour¬
nament the last four years and Kentucky has
won all of those games, including last year’s
final. Look for Utah, winners of 22 straight
as of now, to finally overcome the Wildcats.
The final four looks to me like St. John’s,
Stanford, Utah and Duke.
While we are on the subject of March
madness, I’d like to take the time to comment
on Nike’s'new ad campaign. Their slogan is
“March Madness, it’s spreading.” The new¬
est one is this weird scene that involves
burning sneakers. Am I the only one who
doesn’t get this? I think Phil Knight and his
boys went a little too far on this one.
Anyway, by the time this comes out the
tournament will be a day old. I wouldn’t be
surprised if one of the teams I predicted in
the final four is already knocked off. That is
March Madness for you. You never know
what to expect. Although he won’t be there
to call the games, I’m sure Dick Vitale would
classify the tournament as being “the three
S’s,” super, scintillating and sensational. I
concur.

‘catscratches
By CAM DONALDSON

also added a 7th-place finish in the shot put.
The Bobcats put on a show in the 4 x 800 re¬
lay, screaming to a 4th-place finish, a scant
eight seconds in front of the next six
teams...Though Women’s Track and Field
did not score at ECAC’s, they did muster sev¬
eral top ten performances. Erika Bristol ’99
(7th in weight throw), Anya Belanger ’02 (9th
in high jump) and Tracy Lyford ’00 (8th in
1,000-meter dash) were all within two places
of putting points on the board for Bates...If
you haven’t caught any NCAA action yet, you
should definitely head over to Black Mountain
on Saturday for the men’s and women’s clas¬
sical nordic races beginning at 9:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m., respectively. And hey, how about
those ads on WCYY: “Come support your Bates
Bobcats as they take on the best of America
in the NCAA Skiing Tournament...” It’s good
to know we’re getting that extra push from
the local fan base here in Lewiston.

Sports Editor
Three athletes from Bates Squash jour¬
neyed to Pennsylvania last weekend for the
individual national championships. Erst¬
while sportswriter Sean Doherty ’01 proved
that he can play squash as well as write it,
reaching the semifinals of the consolation
bracket before finally yielding to an oppo¬
nent from Yale. Aisha Shah ’02 made it to
the consolation quarterfinals and Mary
Ellen Hennessey ’00, the second represen¬
tative from the women’s team, bowed out
after two rounds.. At ECAC’s last weekend,
Men’s Track and Field recorded a 9th
place finish in a competitive pool of nearly
40 teams. Kevin Jackson ’01 (3rd in 55meter
hurdles), Pete Beeson ’99 (3rd in pole vault)
and Lucas Adams (2nd in weight throw)
were the top point-getters for Bates. Adams
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Commons Question
What kind of fun can be had at Bates for under $1?
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“Come to Herrick house,
because every night
is ladies’ night.”

,

“Ifyou’reagirlthe
price is right every night!”

“You can get four condoms
in the health center
for a buck.”

“Guava and Mayonnaise,
possibly wheat thins.”

Andrew Gruel ’02

Whitney Hamill ’02
Julie DeLaite ’99

Chooch Jewell ’99
Ben Shaw ’99

Reported by John Nesbitt • Photos by John Nesbitt
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